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Carolina Power & Light Corppany
"8 2D-

} Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429

Southport, NC 28461-0429

June 1, 1982

FILE: B09-13510E
SERIAL: BSEP/82-1087

Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II, Suite 3100
101 Marietta Street, N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30303

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNIT NOS. 1 AND 2
DOCKET NO. 50-325 AND 50-324
LICENSE NO. DPR-71 AND DPR-62

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR IE BULLETIN 79-07 AND 79-14

Dear Mr. O'Reilly:

In our letter of October 3, 1980, (N0-80-1441) we committed to complete CRD
long-term modifications for each unit by the end of the next scheduled
respective refueling outage. As a result of our continuing reanalysis efforts
to qualify the seismic supports, it has been found that 10 Unit No. 1 CRD
System pedastal supports cannot be qualified to long-term modification (LTF)
criteria. The supports in question are located inside the four reactor vessel
pedestal windows and are used for support on the 3/4-inch withdrawal and
1-inch insert CRD lines. The number of lines upheld by each support varies
from a minimum of five to a maximum of seven.

To bring these supports into compliance with LTF criteria, it would be
necessary to modify each by strengthening the support-to-window inbed plate
welds or by addition of a welded L-shape bracket at the bottom end. Physical
access to perform these modifications is limited by the close proximity of
lines-to-window inbed plates by the large number of lines passing through the
supports. In addition, radiation levels at these locations have historically
been high. An estimated 510 hours would be required in these high radiation
areas and would involve an accumulated personnel dose of approximately 605 Rem
to complete these modifications.

Supports on all safety-related CRD System lines are being modified as
necessary to meet LTF criteria. The 10 supports addressed by this letter have
been extensively analyzed to verify compliance with short-term support modifi-
cation (STF) criteria. Compliance with STF criteria verifies that the system
is capable of performing its safety-related function, and modifying these
supports to comply with LTF criteria would not provide any significant in-
crease in the system safety-related function capability. In the unlikely
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event that a seismic event occurred, a safety-related CRD System function
would not be impaired by any of these supports.

Based on ALARA considerations and that no signficant increase in safety would
be gained by performing these modifications, Carolina Power & Light Company
has determined that it will not modify these supports.

Very truly yours,

i

C. R. Dietz, General ?!anager
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
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Enclosure

cc: !!r. R. C. DeYoung
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I. DEFINITIONS

A. Short-term modification: A support failing STF is one which would
fail during a seismic event and whose failure then results in loss
of the piping system. The STF criteria used to qualify supports
limited allowable stress values to a maximum of 63 percent of yield.

B. Long-term modification: A support requiring a long-term fix is one
whose stress exceeds code allowable but does not fail. Also included
as LTFs are supports that would fail during a seismic event but
whose failure would not result in a piping system default.

II. DESCRIPTION

This enclosure addresses control rod drive 3/4-inch withdrawal and 1-inch
insert line supports located inside the four reactor vessel pedastal
windows. Two windows contain 10 supports and two windows contain 12
supports for a total of 44 supports. Each support consists of a P-3300
or P-1000 Unistrut section welded at the top and bottom ends to the
window liner plates. Each line is supported on the Unistrut member using
pipe clamps bolted to the member. The maximum number of lines per
support varies from a minimum of five to a maximum of seven.

III. ANALYSIS

Initially, each support was analyzed and modified as necessary to STF
criteria. Subsequent to acceptance for the STF program, field verifi-
cation of exact as-built conditions was performed for each support.
These actual field configurations were used to verify qualification for
STF and analyzed for LTF code compliance. Analysis was performed using
the UCC STRUDL computer code in an iteractive fashion.

IV. ANALYSIS RESULTS

Of the 44 supports analyzed, 34 pedastal supports are qualified to LTF
code compliance. The remaining 10 are qualified for STF code compliance
but fail the LTF criteria. Nine of these supports failed the LTF criteria
due to excess weld stress and the other support failed due to excess
local member stresses. Results of these analyses are available at the
Brunswick site for review.

V. PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS

The proposed modifications required to bring the support into code
compliance is to strengthen the support-to pedastal window liner plate
weld. Depending on the individual support, this would require adding
weld material to the top, bottom, or both welded connections. Access to
perform welding at the top of the supports is not possibic due to the
proximity of the lines to the top of the window and that the lines
diverge outward and upward af ter passing through the supports. The
resulting pipe configurations prevent any access to perform welding at

j the top end. Access to the bottom welds is, at best, difficult due to:
'

(1) the close proximity of lines to the bottom linear plate, (2) location
of the supports relative to the pedestal window edge, and (3) the angles
at which the lines diverge after passing through each support.
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VI. MODIFICATION INSTALLATION

Access to the bottom end connections to perform welding is limited by the
close proximity of lines to the window liner plate and because each line
digresses at varying angles after passing through the supports. In

addition, the windows are located such that physical access to perform
the work is difficult and will require the use of portable air supplies.
The modification requires working from staging and performing welding
within inches of the CRD line which presents a high likelihood of arch
strikes and the subsequent requirement of hydrostatic testing.

VII. ALARA CONSIDERATIONS

From past experience, the anticipated dose rate in the work area inside
the pedastal will be approximately 1,500 mR/ hour and approximately 300
mR/ hour outside the pedastal. It is estimated that approximately 510
man-hours would be required in high radiation areas to complete the 10
support modifications. Two hundred of these man-hours would be for
actual welding with the remainder being distributed among the various
support personnel. At the anticipated dose rates, it is estimated that
an accumulated dose of 605 Rem would be received to complete these
modifications.


